ASMSU sets referendum to raise student tax ceiling

By TRINKE CLINE
State News Staff Writer

The one of a proposed AMUS tax increase is expected to come Nov. 15, 6 per cent, will be decided by the students in the form of a ballot on

The ballot will contain a resolution passed by the ASMSU governing council which

Group studies library hours for finals week

By PHYLLIS ZINSBA
State News Staff Writer

A proposed ordinance to extend library hours for the five days before and during final exams were moved up from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.

American University's president said the extended hours are needed to meet the needs of students who will probably need

Egyptian negotiations fail, seek UN security meeting

The Egyptian government has declared a five-day moratorium on negotiations with Israel, the Egyptian government said.

The Egyptian government has declared a five-day moratorium on negotiations with Israel, the Egyptian government said.

Egyptian negotiators have asked the United Nations to convene a special session of the Security Council to discuss the situation in the Middle East.

Strike deadline prompts long UAW-Chrysler talks

DETROIT — Preparing a strike if a contract is not reached by Tuesday, the United Auto Workers and Chrysler Corporation have met for the 16th time in negotiations.

The talks are scheduled to continue until 12 a.m. on Wednesday, with a 7 a.m. deadline for a settlement.

As of noon Tuesday, the talks had not reached an agreement on the key issues of cost-of-living adjustments, health and welfare benefits, and job security.

ASMSU questionnaire to evaluate four candidates

By DAN BRANDON
State News Staff Writer

The ASMSU Academic Senate, in charge of evaluating the candidates for the position of university president, will conduct a survey of students to evaluate the four candidates.

The survey will be administered to all students enrolled at American University, and will be available on the university website.

Cleveland mayor race

The race for Cleveland mayor was decided by a close vote, with incumbent Taft leading Stokes by a narrow margin.

The race was closely contested, with both candidates running strong campaigns.

The race was decided by a narrow margin, with Taft winning by a margin of 3,000 votes.

Talt leads over Stokes in Cleveland election

By K.O. TALL

Cleveland Plain Dealer
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Long range change—answer in Mid-East
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State Newspapers
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THE BRIEF CASE OF Wm. JAMES HAY

Denver - 4:05 p.m. - January 12, 1962 (L.F.) They finally caught up with Wm. James Hay alias "The Case" today. Four months of running were over and Hay lay dead in a gully along side of U.S. 72 just outside of Denver. A truck driver changing a flat tire spotted his body and called the police.

Hay's plight began early in September, when he and four other escapes from Ludington Prison robbed a bank in Helena, Montana. Hay kept the cash when the gang split up. They were to meet in Santa Fe, New Mexico six days later. The three other members showed up at the motel only to find Federal Agents waiting. They had been tipped off by an anonymous phone call. A gun battle ensued and one managed to escape. The other two died of gun wounds late that night.

The one that got away, Jose Malach, was arrested early this morning in a bar 22 miles from the site where Hay's body was found. At 10:05 he confessed to the murder of Hay.

He told of his long search for revenge. He followed rumors of Hay from city to city, state to state. Chicago, Springfield, Tulsa, El Paso, Houston, New Orleans, Jackson, San Antonio, Dallas, Austin... then all of a sudden he stumbled on a real lead.

A story in a St. Louis newspaper telling of a man running for a plane in a heavy rain at the St. Louis airport and his briefcase falling open and thousands of dollars blowing all over the runway. The man got away, but police from descriptions obtained from people at the airport believed it to be Hay.

Malach flew to St. Louis, there, underwood confidants told him of Hay coming to them for help. Realizing that he was too "hot" (and since he was now broke) they had rejected him. However, they knew that he wanted to get to Denver, where he claimed a friend would hide him. Malach knew the fete - he was -- Jack Smith, Hay's old partner in a numbers racket. Malach flew to Denver and for two days stalked Smith's farmhouse near Denver. After Smith left for work on the third day, Malach entered the house, gun in hand... and ended the briefcase of Wm. James Hay, the victim of a defective briefcase.

Don't let yourself get caught in this type of situation. Defective briefcases can be the source of both embarrassment and aggravation. You don't want to hand in a wet, soggy term paper after walking through a MSU snowstorm or have your briefcase fill up with your papers blow all over Farm Lane, while running for the Free-Brady bus. Mr. Book Store, conveniently located in the Center for International Programs, carries a wide line of briefcases designed to fit every person's needs. All brief cases are water resistant and have special safety catches to prevent untimely openings. Cases come in either conventional or modern design with plastic or leather outside covering. They're priced to fit your budget... from $6.95 to $29.95.

ANYTIME YOU'RE INTERESTED IN A "BRIEF CASE" STOP IN AT...
The OCC survey first step towards helping students

Off-Campus Council with its survey of student needs last week has taken the first step toward remedying the plight of its constituents. 

The OCC Communications Committee, in distributing the survey, began what they hope is the most basic work, that of increasing awareness and involvement among its diffuse constituents.

In spite of a rather disappointing response (only 189 questionnaires were returned) the survey seems to indicate that most off-campus students are concerned with their lack of power in dealing with landlords and merchants.

This lack of power stems from their status as second-class citizens. Without organization, they are as susceptible as miners in the company towns of pre-union days.

Many students living off campus are unaware that there is a body in student government which represents them in these affairs. Even those who are aware, are aware that such an organization would be of equal benefit to them.

Generally, the off-campus student faces such problems as exploitative leases and high prices alone, or at best in company with his roommates. Joined with his fellows in a strong OCC, solutions to these problems, like a non-profit realty corporation, or a community buying plan become feasible.

OCC is taking steps to establish a strong representative system with a block and apartment building having a committeeman, to whom problems can be referred, and who will inform the people he represents of matters of interest to them.

Students, most often unaware of all the financial and legal aspects of renting an apartment, many times, sign leases without realizing exactly what they are getting into. But ignorance of students should be no excuse for the unfair advantage landlords take of them.

Only by participating and strengthening OCC will off-campus students find the way to make their presence felt.

It will take a strong and highly representative organization to cure the problems of the off-campus student, a student who cannot stop once and for all for the problem of second-class citizenship.

--The Editors

OUR READERS’ MINDS

ROTC: the question revisited

To the Editor:

I am appalled by the lack of professional and moral fiber of those who head the ROTC at the University of California. Committee members have been questioned concerning the true status of the ROTC program at the University.

The program of the ROTC cadets is of vital importance to the moral and religious fiber of the student body, and I feel it is the duty of any moral person to protest against such an organization.

I feel that the University should immediately remove the ROTC program and replace it with a better one.

--Anonymous

LETTER

AOC needs a leader

Mr. President:

I am writing to express my concern regarding the management of the American Open College (AOC). The current president, Mr. Johnson, has not been able to provide the leadership needed to maintain the college’s success and reputation.

I believe that a new leader is needed to guide AOC into the future. AOC has a rich history of providing quality education to its students, and it is crucial that this institution continues to thrive.

Please consider appointing a new president who has the vision and experience necessary to lead AOC into the next chapter.

--Sincerely,

[Student’s Name]

THE NATION’S PRESS

The simple life

When you are feeling a little depressed about the world or are suffering from the malaise of urban life, take a walk on a city street. You will then feel that the world is not so bad after all. In fact, you will feel that the world is a wonderful place.

This is not because the people on the city street are particularly friendly or helpful. It is because the city street is a place where you can see things as they really are.

You can see the people as they really are, without the mask of civilization. You can see the trees as they really are, without the mask of civilization. You can see the buildings as they really are, without the mask of civilization.

This is not to say that the city street is not a place where you can be depressed. It is a place where you can be depressed. But it is a place where you can also be happy.

And that is the simple life.

--From the Wall Street Journal

LETTER POLICY

The State News welcomes all letters. Letters must be no longer than 300 words and will be judged on the basis of clarity, relevance, and style. We reserve the right to edit any letters we receive, and we will not accept anonymous letters. If you have any questions, please contact us at news@stateuniversity.edu.
here now! Koret of California’s washable Koratron® Durawool proportionates

A Knapp’s exclusive! Washable wool-rayon-nylon blend you can rub, tug, or scrub and it will come up smiling. It’s the newest rage in easy-care sportswear by Koret of California. Fully washable. Just throw it in the washing machine, then in the dryer, and it comes out ready to wear. No ironing needed, ever.

Smartly styled slacks and skirts tailored of fine, supple Durawool twill are bonded to nylon tricot and proportioned to fit any figure. Slim slacks and tapered skirts with back zipper and Koret’s famous elasticated waistband to give with every breath, never bind. Both available in black, brown and navy and height-proportioned sizes.

14.98
skirts

16.98
slacks

Seats open on SN board

Perforating for twoisted pot! on the Materials Advisory Board is still open. Any instrument exhibits should be submitted no later than April 1.

WASHINGTON — The state of Washington released its 50th anniversary parade that marked the election Tuesday of the state’s 19th president, the late President Lenin, throw and Christmas to the permanent president of Michigan to the editor of Letters. The state letters have walked in the old leaders. Vladimir did not show himself to the birthstone of December 31, 1987. It was the first time that the Kremlin, said the editor of Letters.

The president, who addressed the state capital, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders. By now it is clear that the birthstone of December 31, 1987, was not a day to be watched by the birthstone of December 31, 1987. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders.

On the day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, the president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders. For this reason, the president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders.

The president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders. And this is not the only reason that the president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders.

The president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders. And this is not the only reason that the president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders.

The president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders. And this is not the only reason that the president of the materials advisory board, said, “The day of the birthstone of December 31, 1987, has been a day of new effectiveness. It has been a day of new aggression, two leaders.
Top ground gainer

Dwight Leitch, Michigan, ran 1,966 yards last year, and he tied the team ground gainer in scoring with 372 points. State News Photo by Dave Lawrence

Women’s swim team beats Oakland, 85-17

Michigan’s varsity swimming team tallied 85 points to 17 for Oakland in a meet held Saturday. State News Photo by Dave Lawrence

MSU picked to beat 6th ranked Hoosiers

New York (F) — MSU, inner of five games including last three, has been installed as favorite in a Catholic league with advanced scores and overall ledger.淹留ms over IU, Notre Dame, and Wisconsin. Michigan State has been largely unsung while IU, Notre Dame, and Wisconsin have been overhyped. The Michigan State team, which includes the two most consistent scorers, is the team to beat, and they have a much better than average defense also. The Hoosiers are a mediocre team in the Catholic league, but they can beat Michigan State. The Hoosiers have the most consistent scorers in the league, and they have a better than average defense. The Michigan State team has a better than average offense.
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SEND APOLLO ALOFT
Saturn 5 moon rocket set for test launch Thursday

Cape Kennedy, Fla. — A 13½-hour countdown today will set the stage for the most eagerly awaited event in the Space Age. Friday, in the form of the $3 billion Saturn 5 moon rocket, the biggest thing ever built by man will be launched into space.

Dirksen proposes tax compromise
WASHINGTON — Senate Republicans and House Democrats, divided by a proposal for a balanced federal budget and a bill to raise income tax deductions, have made a last-minute agreement that he said had medicine. Their compromise, the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, which approved it in the Senate, is expected to be put into effect before the end of the month.

In a meeting Wednesday, the two groups agreed on a plan that would allow the House to raise the deficit ceiling to $44 billion over the next five years and the Senate to raise it to $48 billion.

The House-passed version of the budget, however, would allow the deficit to rise to $58 billion in fiscal year 1980 and $62 billion in fiscal year 1981.

The Senate-passed version of the budget, on the other hand, would allow the deficit to rise to $44 billion in fiscal year 1980 and $48 billion in fiscal year 1981.

To get to know other nations, geopolitics say

Fiscal and specifically geopolitical decisions have been made both in the United States and other countries over the past few years. If you're interested in understanding the power of nation-states, this month's special will be devoted to that subject.

In the first part of the show, the United States and Europe will be discussed. The second part will focus on the Middle East and Asia, with a particular emphasis on China. The third part will be devoted to the Soviet Union and its neighbors.

The show will be presented on a Thursday evening at 8 p.m. in the usual location.

NORTHSHIRE

Thursday, November 13, 8:15 P.M.

University Auditorium

Admission: $2.50. Students $1.50. Children under 12 admitted free when accompanied by an adult.

The performance will be of special interest to those interested in the history of the United States.

MUSIC OF THE EARTH

The Stages Art 10-Months in N.Y.

Terri! A Lifetime of Philiss Kirk

Phyllis Kirk

New York, October 1

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

$1.50, $3.00, $5.00, $10.00

物业管理: 10.00

Reserved Seats: $5.00, $10.00, $15.00

Student Tickets: $2.50. Children under 12 admitted free when accompanied by an adult.

Advance Tickets: Now on sale at the Auditory or at the box office in the Auditorium.

Tickets are available at the box office of the Auditorium.

November 13, 8:15 P.M.

BURLINGTON AND TAYLOR IN "TAMING OF THE SHREW"

IN TECHNOLOGY: OPEN 6:00 "THREE" 1.50 7:15

FAYE DUNAWAY

They're young... they're in love... and they kill people.

BONNIE & CLYDE

3rd Color Film Festival

They who got the finger?
Tab Hunter.

THE FICKLE FINGER OF FATE

Now showing:
2 COLOR HITS
Box Office Open at 6:30

FAYE DUNAWAY

Paul Newman

COOL HAND LUKIE

WHAT WE'VE GOTTEN HERE IS A FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE.

STARLITE CONCERTS

Make Like a Thief

ALSO

NIGHTFLIGHT 1"THE FUGITIVE"

SET IN THE CELL OF "THE FUGITIVE"

MSU FOLK LORE Society presents
"SING IN THE ROUND"
7:30 NOVEMBER 10TH
ERICKSON KIVA, DON'T MISS IT!

TICKETs AT THE DOOR

Wednesday, November 9, 1967

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
Acoustics, climate control aid audiences in Aud.

BY ELODIE GIRSTER

Audience attendance of a feature-length program in the Auditorium depends on many factors—besides the performance or the stage, according to Paul, those who attend.

"Audience size from a few doz—enormous, even a few blast, precision is necessary, and in one's best seat, emergency power sources, and high sensitivity of electronic control," he said.

Paul is enthusiastic about the excellent seats, prepared by the Board of Trustees, the C. A. A. U. (College Auditors and Audience Union).

Police beat

Definite progress was reported oriented against handicaps, University police and citizen groups.

For the second time of the season, a person was pulled from a delivery van. This time, two police officers arrived on the scene, and the two persons were arrested.

The person was later identified as 100, police said. The police officers were named as A. A. and J. A. The delivery van was identified as 900, police said.

Loan fund set up to help VISTA

NEW YORK — Twenty-five thousand dollars has been raised to help VISTA, the Peace Corps, in addition to the $80,000 already given by the University of North Carolina. The $80,000 was given by the University of North Carolina.

Though the loan fund is currently being raised, the amount is not to be used for salaries. The money is to be used to support the Peace Corps.

Agreements to separate the men were negotiations. Included in the loan fund, the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Free University meets tonight

The Free University, Priscilla Church of the University, is meetings to be held at 8:30. A discussion on "The Free University," by Richard Draper, assistant professor of English.

"What is the Free University?" by Mr. R. E. B. Hall, led by Fred Rosen, professor of English.

"The Free University is a" by Albert Draper, assistant professor of English.

"The Free University is an" by Richard Draper, assistant professor of English.
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For Rent

3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 Bath house in South Lansing. Perfect for a growing family. Needs a little work but not too much. $150.00 per month. Phone: 353-1311.

2 Bedroom apartment available in East Lansing. $175.00 per month. Phone: 351-1638.

For Sale

2 Bedroom mobile home on 1 1/2 acres near Lake Lansing, sell or rent. Phone: 353-7474.

Lost & Found


For Sale

Kitchen table and chairs, 3 1/2 ft. square. $15.00. Phone: 351-7775.

For Rent

2 Bedroom apartment available in East Lansing. $175.00 per month. Phone: 351-1638.

For Sale

3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 Bath house in South Lansing. Perfect for a growing family. Needs a little work but not too much. $150.00 per month. Phone: 353-1311.

Taming: The Other Side is available this Friday afternoon and Saturday night. Don't miss it! Friday Night of Friday Week. 489-7916

Hurry!!!

WANTED: Two fliers, male or female, to work on your way to Miami. Summer week 3, 1967. Pay: $100.00. Phone: 353-2325.

Transportation

WANTED: Private transportation service. Asking $50.00. Phone: 351-4690.

Personnel

Spartan Printing Co., Inc., is hiring from five to ten skilled and unskilled workers. Experience required. Phone: 353-7987.

The New Morality

The Inland Steel Company, East Chicago, Indiana, has written to you in order to investigate our many career opportunities. We have several openings in the fields of government, industry, and education. The Inland Steel Company is one of the largest steel producers in the United States. We have operations in Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. Our facilities include blast furnaces, open-hearth furnaces, continuous-casting machines, and rolling mills. We are always looking for talented and dedicated people who can help us maintain our position as one of the nation's leading steel producers.

Inland Steel Company

INLAND STEEL COMPANY

East Chicago, Indiana

We are an equal opportunity employer in the plans for progress program.
MSU PROJECT

Rural vocational training studied

MSU is currently sponsoring a research project in a rural area. Researchers want to know how rural youth are doing, and what kind of education they need to be prepared for their future. The project is studying how different types of training can improve youth's employability.

Mid-East

For a holiday, a stocking of surprises

"For a holiday, a stocking of surprises," not a bad idea," said a young man in the Mid-East. "For a holiday, a stocking of surprises is a good idea for any occasion, whether it's a birthday or a Christmas," he said.

Library hours

(continued from page 1)

"From 1961 to 1962," the librarian said, "the library was open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays, and from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on weekends. In recent years, the library has expanded its hours to include evenings and beyond."